STAY IN THE HOME YOU LOVE

www.bruno.com
Bruno’s most popular stairlift can help restore full access to your home. Designed for straight indoor staircases, the Elan offers a mix of high-quality standard functionality, unsurpassed reliability, and ease-of-use design.

With Made-in-the-USA dependability, Bruno helps you stay in your home with comfort and ease.

**300 lb Lift Capacity (136kg)**

Learn more at www.bruno.com.

**BRUNO HAS AN INDUSTRY-LEADING WARRANTY**

Gain peace of mind with the most comprehensive manufacturer warranty in the stairlift industry.

**Lifetime Warranty on Major Components** -- motor, gearbox, drivetrain and rail -- for the lifetime of the Bruno Stairlift as long as the original purchaser owns the stairlift.

**2-Year Warranty on All Components** after date of installation by an Authorized Bruno Dealer.

**30-Days Labor Coverage** after date of installation by an Authorized Bruno Dealer for any manufacturing defect.

Ask your Bruno dealer for full details!
ELAN OPTIONS

- Power or manual folding rail for narrow hallway or when doorway is at the bottom of stairs. Manual operation or push button automatic.
- Power swivel seat for effortless exit. Armrest switch control or wireless call/send.
- Power folding footrest automatically flips up/down when seat is raised/lowered. Arm switch control optional.

ELAN HIGHLIGHTS

- Armrest rocker switch for easy operation
- Anodized rail with covered gear rack gives a sleek appearance
- Vertical rail design enables tight installation to within 5 in (127 mm) of wall
- Flip up arms, seat, and footrest create plenty of extra space on steps
- Continuous charge strips along rail recharge unit wherever it stops
- Two wireless call/sends allow unit to be controlled remotely
- Two 12v batteries ensure dependable performance even in a power outage
- Soft start/stop gives a smooth ride from start to finish
- Obstruction safety sensors, seat belt ensure safety
- Onboard audio diagnostics for easy service
Offset swivel seat makes getting on/off easy.

Sensors ensure safety.

Compact, flip-up design for plenty of open space on stairway.

Two wireless call/sends allow remote control access.

“Staff was very professional and helpful. The chair is wonderful and I will recommend the product and company.”

V. KOPS - CA

www.bruno.com
“Works smoothly and quietly to move my mother from floor to floor. Appreciate the safety features as well as the ease of operation”

C. Savan - OH
About Bruno

Bruno Independent Living Aids has helped improve the lives of people with limited mobility for nearly over 35 years. Engineered and manufactured in the USA, Bruno stairlifts and vertical platform lifts help people better access homes, public buildings and businesses, and Bruno’s full line of scooter/powerchair lifts help people easily transport their mobility devices. A family-owned business, Bruno takes pride in their unwavering focus on quality and safety and their position as industry innovation leader.

Proudly made in the USA.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Seat Pad Size: 17.5 in wide x 15 in deep (445 mm wide x 381 mm deep)
Width Between Arms: 20 in (508 mm)

Footrest Size: 10.5 in long x 11 in wide (267 mm long x 279 mm wide)

Vertical Rail: Installs within 5 in (127 mm) of the wall